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ABSTRACT 
We improve several results published from 1950 up to 1982 on matrix functions 
commuting with their derivative, and establish two results of general interest. The first 
one gives a condition for a finite-dimensional vector subspace E(t) of a normed space 
not to depend on t, when t varies in a normed space. The second one asserts that 
if A is a matrix function, defined on a set A , of the form A(t) = 
Udiag( I?,( t), , B,(t)) U- ‘, t E A, and if each matrix function B, has the poly- 
nomial form 
h(t) = 5 fk,(t)C;> tEA, kc= {L...>P}, 
i=O 
then A itself has the polynomial form 
d-l 
A(t)= c f;(t)c’> tEA, 
i=O 
where 
d= 5 d,, 
k=l 
d, being the degree of the minimal polynomial of the matrix C,, for every k E 
{l,...,P}. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our principal objective is to solve the nonlinear differential equation 
dA( t) 
A(t)dt 
dA( t) 
= 7A(t), tGA, 
where A is an open interval in Iw and A is a differentiable map from A into 
the C-Banach space Ml, of all n X n matrices ((wij), with cllij E Q=, i, j E 
{I,..., n }. To our knowledge, 15 papers have already been published on this 
problem (see [2] to [16]), but it is still only partially solved. However, we are 
also interested in the more general problem where A is an open connected 
subset of a Banach space on Iw or C. We have generalized all the results 
collected in this paper in this way, without requiring any supplementary 
work. 
One of the principal reasons why many authors have been interested in 
matrix functions commuting with their derivative is the study of systems of 
linear homogeneous differential equations of the form 
dx(t) -=A(t)x(t), 
dt 
tEA, 
(1) 
where A is an open interval in Iw, A is a continuous map from A into M n, 
t,EA, and x~EC~. This study leads to our problem, because if, for every 
t E A, the integral Z(t)= j,LA(s)d s of A commutes with its derivative 
dZ( t )/dt = A( t ), then the only solution of (1) is x( t ) = exp( Z( t ))xo (see [ 17, 
p. 381, [18], [19]. and [20, pp. 277-2781). For a generalization of this 
motivation when A = Iw ‘“, see [14]. For other motivations, see [21] to [25] and 
PI. 
The following notation will be very useful in all this paper. 
If lE and IF are topological spaces, we will denote by C’(lE, IF) the set of all 
continuous maps from E into IF and by Co(~) the set C’(lE,IE). 
Let lE and F be normed spaces on H E { Iw , C ), A be an open subset of E, 
f E Ca( A, IF), and to E A. The notion of derivative of f at to, which we will 
denote by Df( to), is well known and defined in [29], for example. In the more 
general case where E (IF) is a normed space on H ((L), with Dd, IL E {IX, Q= }, if 
we consider the derivative of f when K f L, we automatically consider [E and 
IF as normed spaces on Iw, but this change holds only for differentiation and 
not for other considerations. This case occurs, for example, when lE = Iw ‘II and 
F = M,. In fact, when K = L = Q=, Df(t,) is a C-linear map from IE into IF 
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and, a fortiti, an R-linear map. In all this paper, we will use only the 
R-linearity of the derivatives, but for simplicity, we will omit this generahza- 
tion. 
We will denote by D ‘( A, IF) the subset of C ‘( A, F) of differentiable maps, 
by C ‘( A, F) the subset of D’( A, IF) of maps whose derivative is continuous, 
and, for k E {2,3,. . . }, by Ck(A,F) the subset of C’(A,ff) of k times 
continuously differentiable maps. We will say that a map f from A into IF is 
of class D’ [Ck] if f E D’(A,F) [f E Ck(A,F)]. 
In Section 2, we construct the main tool of this paper, namely, a condition 
for a finite-dimensional vector subspace F(t) of a normed space IF not to 
depend on t, when t varies in an open connected subset A of a normed space 
E. The condition we establish is that, for every t E A, there exists a basis 
{ri(t),“” x,(t)} of F(t) such that, for each kE {l,...,m}, TIE D’(A,lF) 
and for every t E A the linear map Dr & t ) : E + IF takes its values in F( t ). 
In Section 3, we establish our main result concerning “matrix functions 
commuting with their derivative.” 
Let A be an open subset of a normed space E on Iw or C and let 
A E D’(A, Ma,). We will say that A commutes with its derivative on A if it 
satisfies the commutation equation 
A(t)(DA(t))b) = (DA(t))(s)A(t), tEA, SEIE. (CD) 
when IE = R, (CD) is equivalent to 
A(t) dA(t) dA(t) - = d,A(t), 
dt 
tE.A, 
where dA(t )/dt = (DA(t))(l); and when IE = Iw m, (CD) is equivalent to 
(t 1 ,..., t,)eA, kE {l,..., m}, 
where 
dA(tl,...>tm) 
with 
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In this last case, we will say that A commutes with its partial derivatives 
on A. 
In the statement of our result, we will use the following notation: 
If A, EM,, ,,,..., A, EM,, , we will denote by diag(A ,,.. ., AP) the P 
matrix 
We will denote by MII,* the subset of M,, of all matrices possessing an 
inverse. 
If A E i&Q n, we will denote by Sp A the spectrum of A. 
We will generalize the following theorem published in 1955 by M. J. 
Hellman [6]: if A is an analytic matrix function, defined on an open interval 
A of Iw, taking its values in M,, and commuting with its derivative OII A, and 
if to E A and pl,..., cl,,, are the distinct eigenvalues of A( t,, ) of respective 
algebraic multiplicities m 1, . . . , m,,, then on a neighborhood Ar,, c A of t,, A 
has the form A(t)=Udiag(B,(t),..., B,(t)) Up’, t E A,,), where C~EM~ 
and for each kE {l,..., p}, B, is an analytic matrix function from A,,, into 
M_ commuting with its derivative on AI,,, such that Sp Rk(to) = { pk}. In 
1959, J. S. Bogdanov and G. N. Chebotarev published [8] a version of this 
theorem, where A is supposed only continuously differentiable, but satisfying 
the supplementary hypothesis that it is conservative (see definition in [16, p. 
591). In 1979, G. N. Petrovskii published [14] a generalization of this version 
to the case when A is an open subset of Iw n’ instead of Iw . 
In Section 3, we prove, by using the condition established in Section 2, 
that this decomposition of a matrix function commuting with its derivative is 
still possible when A is an open subset of a Banach space on Iw or C, without 
supposing that A is conservative: the conclusion holds even if some eigenval- 
ues of A bifurcate at to, in the sense defined below. 
We define an eigenvalue of u matrix function A : A + Ml,, as any map 
X : A --, c such that, for every t E A, A( t ) is an eigenvalue of the matrix 
A( t ). In the same way, we will speak of eigenvectors, eigensubspaces, the 
dimension of an eigensubspace, the multiplicity of an eigenvalue, the rank, 
the determinant, the i th row, the j th column, etc., of a matrix fimction. 
If A is a continuous matrix function from a topological space A into M,,, 
to E A, and p E SpA( t,,), we will say that (t,,, p) is not (I point of bifurcation 
of SpA if there exist neighborhoods At,, c A of to and D,, c C of ~1 such that, 
for all t E A,(,, the set SpA( t ) f~ D, possesses exactly one element. We will say 
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that the eigenvalues of A do not bijkcate at to if for each h E Sp A(t,), 
(to, A) is not a point of bifurcation of Sp A. 
We will denote by I, (0,) the n X n identity matrix (null matrix). 
We will say that a matrix M E M, is nilpotent of index 9 E { 1,2,. . . } if 
M4 = 0, and Mq-’ # 0,. The null matrix will be nilpotent of index 1, with 
the convention O,O = I,. 
Besides two applications of the decomposition theorem of Section 3, 
which we display in Sections 4 and 7, let us call attention to a possible 
important application to the future search for the general solution of Equation 
(CD): if we restrict this problem to the search for solutions A in a neighbor- 
hood of a point to, where the eigenvalues of A do not bifurcate, the theorem 
shows that it is sufficient to search the solutions B, having only one 
eigenvalue pk, and the problem is reduced to the search for nilpotent 
solutions C, = B, - PkZm,. However, even so reduced, it is not yet solved. 
In Section 4, we study diagonalizable matrix functions commuting with 
their derivative. We say that a matrix function A from a set A into Ml, is 
pointwise diagonulizable on A if, for every t E A, there exists U( t ) E ME 
such that U(t)- ‘A( t )U(t ) is diagonal, whereas we say that A is globally 
diagonulizuble on A if there exists U E ME such that, for all t E A, U- ‘A( t)U 
is diagonal. 
We will say that a subset 9’ of M, is commutative if, for all a, b E 9, 
ab=ba.Wewillsaythatafamily(A(t)),,~ofmatricesofM,oramatrix 
function A : A -+ Ml n is commutative if the subset { A( t ) 1 t E A } of M n is. In 
this case, many authors use the term “ functionally commutative” in place of 
“commutative.” 
Let us recall the following global theorem published in 1981 by S. Goff 
[15]: if A is an open interval in R and if A : A + Ml, is an analytic hermitian 
matrix function commuting with its derivative on A, then A is commutative 
on A. 
In Section 4, we complete this result with the following local theorem, 
which we prove by applying the theorem of Section 3: if A is an open subset 
of a Banach space, A E C’( A, Ml,) is a pointwise diagonalizable matrix 
function commuting with its derivative on A, and t, is a point of A where 
the eigenvalues of A do not bifurcate, then A is commutative and globally 
diagonalizable on a neighborhood of t,. 
In Section 5, we study cyclic matrix functions commuting with their 
derivative. We say that a matrix A E dll, is cyclic if there exists a vector 
x E Q: n such that { x, Ax, A'x, . . . , A”- lx } is a basis of Q: “. The following four 
properties are equivalent: 
(1) A is cyclic. 
(2) All the eigensubspaces of A are one dimensional. 
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(3) The minimal polynomial of A is of degree n. 
(4) A’, A’,..., A”-’ are linearly independent in M ,,. 
Let us remark that “cyclic” is the opposite of “diagonalizable”: if A E M, is 
cyclic, all its eigensubspaces have the minimal dimension, whereas if A is 
diagonalizable, all its eigensubspaces have the maximal dimension. Many 
authors use the term “nonderogatory” in place of “cyclic.” 
We will say that a matrix function A from a set A into M n is cyclic, if, 
for every t E A, A( t ) is cyclic. 
In 1950, G. Ascoli published in [2] the following global theorem: If A is 
an open interval in Iw and if A E D’(A, Ml,) is a cyclic matrix function 
commuting with its derivative on A, then A is commutative on A, of the 
polynomial form A(t)=CylJf;(t)C’, t E A, where CEM, and &,...,A_, 
E D’( A, C). In Section 5, we verify that this theorem is still valid when A is 
an open connected subset of a normed space. We shorten the proof of 
G. Ascoli by using the condition established in Section 2. 
Let us recall that if a matrix function A from a set A into M, has the 
polynomial form A(t)=C~=“_,~(t)C’, t E A, where CE~U,, and f;, ,..., f;,, 
are maps from A into Q), then, for all t E A, SPA(t)= {C:“,f;(t)y’Iy E 
SpC}. See [34, Theorem 3, p. &I]. 
In 1952, H. Schwerdfeger observed [3] that the two following results are 
immediate corollaries of the theorem of G. Ascoli above: 
COROLLARY 1. lf A is an open subset of R and if A E D’( A,M,) 
commutes with its derivative, then A =U, E ,Ai, where, for every i E I, Ai is 
an interval on which A has the polynomial fnm A(t)=h(t)I,+ g,(t)C,, 
t E Aj, with Ci EM, a&f;, gi E D1(Ai,C). 
COROLLARY 2. If A is an o-pen subset of R, A E D’(A,M,) commutes 
with its derivative on A, and to is a point of A where A possesses n distinct 
eigenvalues, then A is globally diagonulizabk on a neighborhood oft,,. 
At the end of Section 5, we verify that these two corollaries are still valid 
when A is an open subset of a normed space. 
In Section 6, we establish a sufficient condition for a matrix function to be 
a polynomial in a constant matrix, in order to improve in Section 7 a theorem 
due to L. Kotin and I. J. Epstein. Let us recall that in 1950, M. P. Drazin, 
J. W. Dungey, and K. W. Gruenberg published their well-known paper [32] in 
which they prove, as a minor result, that if a family (A( t))t E ,, of matrices of 
M, is globally diagonahzable, then it has the polynomial form A( t ) = 
Cy:J&(t)C’, tEA,whereCEM,andfo,...,fn_r aremapsfrom AintoC. 
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In Section 6, we generalize this result by showing that if a matrix function 
A from a set A into M, has the form 
A(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U-‘, t(zA, 
where U E Mz and, for every k E { 1,. . . , p}, Bk: A + Ml,_ has the poly- 
nomial form Ilk(t) = IQ,&,(t)C~, t E A, where C, is a matrix of hdmk whose 
minimal polynomial is of degree d, and fkO,. . . , fkn, are maps from A into 
C, then A itself has the polynomial form A( t ) = CflJA( t )C’, t E A, where 
d = C,P= ,d,, C is a matrix of M, such that its minimal polynomial is of degree 
d, and &...,fd-i are maps from A into C. 
This result shows that if d,, . . . , dp are subalgebras of lMl,, each gener- 
ated by a single matrix C,,. . . , C,, respectively, then the direct sum &, 
@ . . . @A+‘~ is itself generated by a single matrix C. As above, the degree of 
the minimal polynomial of C is the sum of the degrees of the minimal 
polynomials of C,, . . . , C,. 
In Section 7, we study particular solutions A of Equation (CD), such that 
each eigensubspace of A is of extremal (either minimal or maximal) dimen- 
sion. We improve the following theorem published in 1982 by L. Kotin and 
I. J. Epstein [16, Theorem 3, p. 671: if A is an open interval in R and 
A E C’(A, M,)n _k (see definition of & on p. 59 of [16]) commutes with its 
derivative on A, then A is commutative of the polynomial form A( t ) = 
CFiJjj(t)C’, t E A, as in the result of G. Ascoli. We deduce a similar 
theorem, with a weaker hypothesis, by using the three main theorems of 
Sections 3, 5, and 6. We generalize it to the case when A is an open 
connected subset of a Banach space, and we show that the degree of the 
polynomial of the conclusion is generally less than n - 1. 
According to what precedes, the main problem which remains to be 
solved is to characterize nilpotent solutions A E C’( A, M,) to (CD) of index i 
such that 1~ i < n (if i = n, A is cyclic). In fact, we already have a 
characterization when i = 2, with a characterization of the subset of the 
commutative solutions. It permits us to construct a family of analytic matrix 
functions commuting with their derivative on Iw, which are not commutative 
on any interval in Iw, as in [4]. This is the subject of a future paper. 
2. CONDITION FOR A FINITE-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR SUBSPACE 
E(t) OF A NORMED SPACE NOT TO DEPEND ON t 
In order to show in Section 3 that the spectral subspaces of a matrix 
function commuting with its derivative are constant, we establish in Theorem 
2.2 below a condition for a finite-dimensional vector subspace E(t) of a 
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normed space not to depend on t. This theorem is the most important tool of 
this paper and may be very useful for a lot of other applications. To prove it, 
we need the following generalization of the lemma on p. 46 of [30]. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Condition for a map to be constant). Let A z 0 be a 
connected topological space, S be a set, and f be a map from A into S such 
that, for all to E A, the restriction off to a neighborhood of to is constant. 
Then f is constant on A. 
Proof. Let t E A # 0 and s = f(t). From the hypothesis that f is 
constant on a neighborhood of each point of A it follows that, for all y E S, 
-1 
f (y)isanopensubsetof A;consequently Pfl(s)andUutls_i,$), >‘(y)are 
two open disjoint subsets whose union is the connected space A. 
1 --I 1 
E f (s), f (s) is nonempty; therefore UVEcs _(,s)J f (y) is empty 
all x E A, f(x)= s. 
Since t 
and, for 
n 
Theorem 2.2 below generalizes the following result, implied without being 
stated in the proof of Lemma 3.4 of [U, p. 371: if, for all t in an open interval 
A of R, a vector subspace F( t ) of C ” of constant dimension rn possesses a 
basis {x1(t),..., x,(t)} such that x1,..., x,, E C’(A,C) and for all t E A, the 
derivatives x ;( t ) , . . . , xL( t) belong to F( t ), then F(t) does not depend on t. 
The proof is not valid when x1,. . . , x,, are only of class D’ instead of C’. 
Theorem 2.2 generalizes this result to the case when x1,. . , , x,,, are only of 
class D’, A is an open connected subset of a normed space, and F( t ) is a 
finite-dimensional subspace of a normed space. 
We will use the following notation and conventions: 
If S is a set, id, will denote the identity map from S into S. 
Let f be a map from a set X into a set Y. If X, c X, we will denote by 
f 1 x, the restriction of f to X,. If Y, is any set such that Im f = f(X) C Y,, we 
will denote by r,I f the map x H f(x) from X into Y,. This notation is suited 
to the composition of maps: if g is a map from a set W into a set Z and 
W, c W, then the composition gl,, 0 u,lf is meaningful when Y, c W,. If 
X c Y, then y lid, is the canonical injection from X into Y. When f is 
injective, Im fl f possesses an inverse (Im f( f) I. 
R*,willdenotetheset{r~RI~>O}. 
If IE and [F are topological vector spaces on D6 E {R , C }, then ~(IE, IF) will 
denote the subset of C’(E,IF) of K-linear maps, and 9(lE) will denote 
.9(E, E). 
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Each time we consider an open subset of a topological space, we suppose 
it is nonempty, without saying so explicitly. 
In the same way, every neighborhood of a point in a topological space is 
supposed open. 
THEOREM 2.2 [Condition for a finite-dimensional vector subspace F( t ) of a 
normed space not to depend on t]. Let H,U_ E {R,C}. Let E (IF) be a 
normed space on 06 (IL), and A be an open connected subset of IE. For every 
t E A, let F(t) be a finitedimensional vector subspace of F of constant 
dimension m. Let x1,..., x, E D’(A,IF) be such that fm every t E A, 
(xl(t)*. * f 9 r,(t)] is a basis of F( t ), and for every s E iE, 
(Dx,(t))(s),...,(Dx,(t))(s)EF(t). Then Fisconstanton A. 
Proof. Since A is connected, it is sufficient, by Lemma 2.1, to prove 
that, for every to E A, F is constant on a neighborhood of to. Let to E A. 
As F(t,) is finite-dimensional, it possesses a topological supplementary 
vector subspace G( to) in IF, that is to say IF = F(t,,)@G(t,) and the projector 
P:lF+[F, defined by P(r+ y)=x, for all (r, y)EF(to)XG(to), is continu- 
ous (see [28, Chapter II, $4, Corollary 2, p. 11-27; 58, Corollary 3, p. 1167). 
For every t E A, let X(t) he the map from lL”’ into IF defined by 
X(t)(Ar,..., X,)=C~=“=,X,x,(t), for all (h ,,..., X,)~ll”‘. (In the particular 
case when IF is finite-dimensional (IF - BP), X(t) corresponds to the p x m 
matrix [xl(t)!. . . jx ,(t)].) In order to verify that X E D’( A, DEP(lLm,lF)), we 
decomposeX=cpor,wherer=(x, ,..., x,),andforevery(f, ,..., fm)EIF”, 
cp(f,T...> f,) is the map from IL” into IF defined by 
m 
(cP(fIT”‘T fn,))(‘I,‘*‘, ‘rn>= C ‘if, forall (X, ,..., h,,,)EIL”‘. 
i=l 
It is very easy to see that ‘p( f,, . . . , f,) and cp are bounded linear maps; more 
precisely, cp E @lF”, 9( IL”, F)). Since by hypothesis xi, . . . , x, are of class 
D’, we have x E D’(A,lF”) and X E D’(A, S’(L”,IF)). 
Let t E A, s E lE, and (Xi,.. ., A,) E IL”‘. We have 
. . > if n, > 
A”,) 
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and since by hypothesis (Dx i( t ))(s), . . . , ( Dr,( t ))(s) E F( t ), we obtain that 
((~XW)W)(&. . ., X,)E F(t). Thus ((DX(t))(s))(L”)c F(t). 
Let t E A. The linear independence of x1( t ), . . . , x,,( t ) implies that 
KerX(t) = (0). On the other hand, from the definition of X(t) it follows that 
(XW)(L”)c F(t)* and since IL” and F(t) have the same finite dimension 
m, we obtain that X(t)=FCtjJX(t) is an isomorphism between these two 
L-vector spaces. 
In particular, X(t,) E 9(lL”, F( t,)) p ossesses an inverse. On the other 
hand, since IL” and F(t,) are finite-dimensional L-normed spaces, they are 
L-Banach spaces. Therefore, by [30, Theorem 1.7.3, p. 231, there exists a 
neighborhood 5’- c 3'(!Lm, F( to)) of X( to) such that any T E L?- possesses an 
inverse. 
Let P = FCt,JP, and for every A E P(I_“‘, lF) let a( A) = p 0 A. It is very 
easy to verify that rr E S!‘(dp(O-“‘,lF), P(k”‘, F(t,))). As v 0 X E 
Ca(A, p(Lm, F(t,))) and ( v 0 X)(t,) = X(t,), there exists an open ball 
A l0 c A of center to and radius T E R ; such that (rr 0 X)( A,,,) C ?. Then, 
for every t E A ,0, P 0 X( t > possesses an inverse. 
For every SEA, , let Y(t)=X(t)(p~X(t))~‘. In order to see that 
Y E @(A,“, 9(&J)), we decompose Y = b 0 y, where y is the map 
from A,” into Z(L”‘, F) x 9(F(t,),iL"') defined by y(t) 
=(X(t),(~X(W’) and b is the continuous bilinear map from Z(L”‘, E) x 
P( F( to), km) into P( F( t,), IF) defined by b( A, B) = A 0 B. It is clear that 
y, and consequently Y, are of class D’. 
Let us show that DY = 0 on A I,,. Let t E A f,~ and s E lE. By using the 
decomposition Y = b 0 y, we obtain 
- X(t)(ijX(t)) -‘P(DX(t))(s)(jX(t)) -l, 
and from (( DX( t ))( s))(iL”‘) c F(t), it follows that 
X(t>(f’X(t>) -‘&DX(t))(s) = X(t>(jX(t>) ‘~(,lid.,,,)(DX(t))(s) 
= X(t)(FX(t)) -?X(t)%‘(t) ‘(DX(t))(s) 
=X(t)+) ‘(DXG))(s) 
=FlidFctj(DX(t))(S) 
= (DX(t))W; 
hence (DY( t ))( s) = 0. 
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Since DY = 0 on the connected subset Ato, by [29, 2.2.2, p. 171 (here, we 
use only the W-linearity of DY(t) for every t E A,,), we obtain that Y is 
constant on A,“. 
Let t E A,“. We have 
= X(t,,)%(t,,) -’ =FlidF(tO); 
hence X(t)= Z’X(t), that is to say, for every A g(Lm, (X(t))(h)= 
P((X(Q)(h)). BY using the definition of X(t), we obtain x1(t) = 
Px1(t),..., x,(t) = Z%,(t); therefore {xl(t),. . . , x,(t)} c F(t,) and thus 
F(t) = F(Q. 
We conclude, by Lemma 2.1, that F is constant on A. n 
In the following corollary of Theorem 2.2, we show that when E = R q, the 
hypothesis that x1,. . . , cc” are differentiable may be replaced by the weaker 
hypothesis that &xi(t,, . . . , tq)/&xj exists for all in {l,...,m} and Jo 
{l,..., q }. Such a generalization is still valid when IE is a finite product of 
normed spaces on R or C. 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Particular case of Theorem 2.2). Let A be an open 
connected subset of R Q, and let IF be a normed space on R or Q=. For all 
t E A, let F(t) be a finitedimensional vector subspace of F of constant 
dimension m, and {x1(t),..., r,(t)} be a basis of F(t). Zf for each k E 
{ 1,. . . , m}, xk possesses partial derivatives satisfying the condition 
Jx,(t)/dt,,..., &x,(t)/&,EF(t) for all t =(t,,...,t,)~A, then F is con- 
stant on A. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to prove that for all to E A, F is 
constantonaneighborhoodof t,,.Let t,EA,andlet A,“=Z,X ..* XZ,cA 
be a neighborhood of to such that I,, . . . , I, are open intervals in Iw. By 
Theorem 2.2, for all kE {l,..., m} and (tl ,..., t,)E Ato, the map Sk* 
F(t 1,. . . , t,_,, Sk, tk+l,. . . , tq) is constant on I,. Therefore, F is constant on 
At0* n 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX FUNCTION COMMUTING WITH 
ITS DERIVATIVE 
Our main objective in this section is to establish the following theorem of 
decomposition: if A is an open connected subset of a Banach space, A E 
C1( A, M,) commutes with its derivative on A, and A 1,. . . , A,, are pairwise 
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disjoint “ regular” subsets of Q= such that, for all TV A, SpA(t)cA, 
U . . . UA,, then A has theform A(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U~‘, TV 
A, whereUEM,*;foreach kE {l,...,p}, R,~C~(A,M,,,~)commuteswith 
its derivative; and for all t E A, SpB,(t) = SpA(t)n Ak. 
Our second objective is to establish a local form of this theorem. 
In order to prove the theorem of decomposition, we will show that the 
spectral subspaces of A are constant, by applying Theorem 2.2. Previously, it 
is necessary to prove that these subspaces have locally a constant dimension. 
To this end, we need a condition for two subspaces to be isomorphic. 
We give this condition in Lemma 3.1, which recalls a result from [35]. The 
proof that we give is shorter than that of [35, p. 33-341, and it turns out that 
the hypothesis we need is slightly weaker. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Local conservation of isomorphism between vector subspaces). 
LetIEheaBanachspaceon[WorQ=,nnclforalZi~{1,2},letP,~~(lE)he 
a projector, Q, = id, - P,, E, = P,(E), and F, =Q,(IE) such that IlidE,- 
E,JP1P21E,II -c 1 and llidF, -F,IQ1Q21F,II < 1. Then E,JPIIE, is an isomorphic 
between the vector subspaces E, and E,. 
Proof. Let A =E,IP1P21h:, and B=F,IQ1Q21F,. As E,=KerQ, (F,= 
KerP,) is a Banach subspace of IE and by hypothesis Ilidfi;, - AlI < 1 (IlidF, - 
BII < l), by [30, Theorem 1.7.2, p. 221, A (B) possesses an inverse. 
Let us verify that PIlEg is injective. Let x E E, be such that P,x = 0. 
Then Q2x = 0 and x E F,; thus x = B-‘Bx = B- ‘Q1Q2~ = 0. 
On the other hand, (E,JPIJk;,)PZA -I =~;,JP,P,JEIA~’ = AA ’ = id,,; 
therefore E, I P, I E, is surjective and consequently bijective. n 
REMARK. In the similar result of 135, p. 33-341, it is supposed that P, 
and P2 satisfy II(P1 - P,J211 < 1. This hypothesis is slightly stronger than our 
hypothesis, because (P1- P,)2(Fz,=E(idE,- P,P,(,I and (PI- P,)2(E.,=E(idF, 
- QlQ&; 
The two following lemmas are obvious corollaries of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Corollary of Lemma 3.1). Let IE be a Banuch space on R or 
C, and P,, Pz E .Z(IE) beprojectorssuch that JJP, - P211 < 1. Then P,CEjJP,JP,CEj 
is an isommphism between the vector subspaces P,(IE) and P,(lE). 
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Proof. We have II(P1 - Z’2)211 < I(P, - P2112 < 1, and by the remark above, 
the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. n 
LEMMA 3.3 (Local conservation of isomorphism between vector subspaces 
defined by a continuous projector function). Let A be a topological space, 
to E A, IE be a Banuch space on R or Q=, P E C”(A, @iE)) be a projector 
function (i.e. P2(t)= P(t), for all t E A) and, for all t E A, let E(t)= 
P(t)(E). Then there exists a neighborhood Ato c A of to such that, for all 
tEA to’ Ect,lwh(t,, is an isomorphism between the vector subspaces E( to) 
and E(t). 
To prove the theorem of decomposition of solutions to (CD), we will use 
some well-known properties of “spectral projectors” that we will recall in 
Lemma 3.4. 
Each time we will consider a simpZe circuit in Q=, y : [0, l] + C (see 
definition in [33]), we will suppose, without saying it explicitly, that it is 
positively oriented. With this convention, if y1 and y2 are simple circuits in Q= 
such that yl([O, 11) = y2([0, 11) = r, we have /,, = /,,, and we will use the 
notation /r instead of /,,,. We will call also r a simple circuit. We will very 
often implicitly use the Jordan curve theorem (see [33, p. 2561): if F c C is a 
simple circuit in Q=, then Q= - r possesses two connected components; one is 
bounded, the other is unbounded. 
If A E Ml,, and r c C is a simple circuit which does not meet Sp A then 
we will denote by P(r, A) the spectral projector of A relative to IY: 
P(T,A)=+-&ZI,-A)~ldz, 
l- 
and we will denote by E(lY, A) the spectral subspace of A relative to r: 
E(T, A) = P(T, A)(Q=“). 
We will denote the algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue (Y E @ of a 
matrix A E MI, by mult(a, A). 
LEMMA 3.4 (Properties of spectral projectors and spectral subspaces). 
(a) Let A E Ml,,, let r c Q: be a simple circuit such that Sp A n l? = 0, and 
let D be the bounded connected component of C - r. Then: 
(1) P(r, A) is the projectorfiom Q:” onto E(r, A). 
(2) dimE(r,A)=~,,,,,,,mult(a,A). 
(3) E(T,A)= ~aEspAnDKer((YZ,-A)dn, whereforall (YESPA, d, is 
the multiplicity of the root (Y of the minimal polynomial of A. 
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(b) Let Ii,. . . , r, c C be simple circuits such that the respective bounded 
connected components D,, . . . , D, of Q= - rl,. . . , C - r, are pairwise dis- 
joint, andletAEM,, besuchthat S~ACD,U...UD~. Then Q=“= 
E(T,, A)@ . . . @E(I’,, A). 
For the proof, see [35, Chapter I, 55, n. 31 or [26, Chapter II, 541. 
Now we have all that we need to establish, in the following theorem, the 
main result on matrix functions commuting with their derivative of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Global decomposition of a matrix function commuting with 
its derivative associated with a partition of its eigenvalues). Let IE be a 
Banach space on R or C, A be an open connected subset of !E, r,, . . . , I, c C 
be simple circuits such that the respective bounded connected components 
D,,..., D, of c -r,,..., C - r, are pairwise disjoint, and A E C’( A, M ,) 
commute with its derivative and be such that, for all t E A, SpA(t) c D, 
u . . . u D,. Then E(I’,, A(t)) ,..., E(r,,A(t)) do not depend on t on A, 
andAhastheformA(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U-’, tEA, where WE 
M,*, and, for all kE {l,..., p}, B, E C’( A, Ml,,,*) [ mk being the dimension 
of the constant vector subspace E( rk, A( t )) of Q: “1, B, commutes with its 
derivative, and for all t E A, Sp Bk(t)= SpA(t)n D,. 
Proof. Let kE{l,...,p}. For all tEA, let Pk(t)=P(rk,A(t)) and 
Q(t)= &(t))(a=“). 
In order to prove that E, is constant on the connected subset A, it is 
sufficient, by Lemma 2.1, to show that, for all to E A, E, is constant on a 
neighborhood of to. Let to E A. 
Since, for all t E A, SpA(t)c (Cc - I,)u . . . u(C - I,), we have SPA(t) 
nlY,=0 for all t l A, ke {l,..., p }, and Pk is continuous; therefore, by 
Lemma 3.3, there exists a neighborhood AtO c A of to such that, for all 
t E At0, the map E.,o~lPk(t)lE,o,) is an isomorphism between the vector 
spaces Ek(tO) and Ek(t). 
Let mk = dim Ek(tO), and let { vi,. . . , vmk } be a basis of Ek(to). 
Let t E A ,O. For all j E (1,. . . , m,}, let xi(t) = Pk(t)vj. Since 
Ek(tPYt)lEk(tO) is an isomorphism, {xl(t),...,x,Jt)} is a basis of Ek(t). 
We will show that x,,...,x,* satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2. 
As A is of class C’, so are Pk and xi,. . . , x,+. Let t E A,“, s E LE. From 
the hypotheses that A E C’( A, Ml,) commutes with its derivative and [E is a 
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Banach space it follows that 
PI-(t)=~~~(~Z~-A(t))-‘~~ 
commutes with 
P&M4 = $j Q zZ,-A(t))-‘(-(DA(l))(s))(zI,-A(t))-%. 
Therefore, we have, for all j E {k...,mk}, 
We conclude by Theorem 2.2 that E, is constant on AtO, and by Lemma 2.1 
that E, is constant on all A. 
For all k E {l,..., ~},let ~T~=E,Jt~),andlet ~k=(Ukl,...,Ukmp)bean 
ordered basis of ~9~. 
As SpA(t,) c II, U . . . U D,, and D,, . . . , Dp are pairwise disjoint, by 
Lemma 3.4(b) we have C n = &‘,@J . + . e&v, and therefore 
is an ordered basis of C”. 
Let t E A. Let d(t) be the map x - A(t)xfiom C” into itself, 
u= (tilli. . . jUlm,j . . . ;uglj.. . &J, 
and B(t) be the matrix of d(t) in the basis %. Then A(t)= UB(t)U-‘. 
Let ICE {l,..., p}. Since A(t) commutes with Pk(t) and Ek(t)= b,, we 
have d(t)(d’k)c c?~. Let dk(t)=8k,ld(t)l,+ and let Bk(t) be the matrix of 
dk(t) in the basis ek. 
As d(t)= d,(t)@ . . . @dJt), we have B(t)= diag(B,(t),..., B,,(t)). 
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Since diag(B,, . . . . B,,)= B = U-‘AU on A, and A is of class C’ and 
commutes with its derivative on A, it follows that B,, . . . , B, have the same 
properties. 
Let t E A and k E (1,. .., p}. Let us show that Sp B,Jt)c SpA(t)f’D,. 
Let A E Sp Bk( t ), and let x E gk be an eigenvector of dk( t ) corresponding 
to this eigenvalue. We have A(t)x = &(t)(x) = &,Jt)(r) = hr; consequently, 
X~spA(t)cD~u ... U D,. On the other hand, as x E &k = Ek( t ), we have 
(if S is a subset of a topological space A, we denote by S the closure of S in 
A). Since x # 0, the only possible case is A E D,. 
Finally, let us show that SpA(t)n D, c Sp Bk(t). Let h E SpA(t)n Dk. 
From A(t)= Udiag(B,(t),..., BD(t)) UP’, we deduce that 
SpA(t)=SpB,(t)u ... uSpB,(t); 
consequently, there exists i E { 1,. . . , p} such that h E Sp B,(t)c SpA(t)n D,. 
Since X E D, CT D, and D,,. .., D, are pairwise disjoint, we conclude that 
i= k. n 
Our second objective in this section is to show that matrix functions 
commuting with their derivative are decomposable, on a neighborhood of any 
point to, into matrix functions commuting with their derivative and possess- 
ing only one eigenvalue at to. In order to establish this local result, we need 
some information on the continuity of the spectrum of a continuous matrix 
function, which we recall in the two following lemmas, by combining parts of 
[35, Chapter II, 52, n. 1, 21 and [31, Chapter 14, 021. 
If lE is a metric space, a E IE, and r E R*,, we will denote by B,(a, r) the 
open ball of center a and radius r in IE. 
If M E mm,,, we will denote by IMI the determinant of M. 
LEMMA 3.6 (Continuity of the spectrum on MI,,). Let A EM,, let 
aI,. . . ,ap E C be the distinct eigenvalues of A, and let E E R T be such that 
D, = B&a,, E), . . . , D, = B,(cu,, E) are painuise disjoint. Then there exists a 
neighborhood FA c M, of A such that, fm all B E FA, Sp B c D, U . . . U D, 
andfmallk~ {l,...,p}, 
c mult(P, B) = mult(ak, A). 
/?tSpBn& 
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Proof Since { (pi, . . . , a,} = SpA c B&O, llA[l), D,,. . ., DP are contained 
in the compact disk D =B,(O, IIAll+ E). Let K = D - D, U . . . U D, and 
a= { (z,B)EQ:XM,IIJ,-BIZO}. 
Let z E K. Since z P SpA, we have (z, A) E .!Z, and as 5% is an open 
subset of C x M “, there exist an open neighborhood A _ c C of .z and rz E R T 
such that A, x Br,,JA, r,) c 9’. As (A,), E K is an open cover of the compact 
subset K of C, there exist zi, . . . , z, E K such that K c AZ, U . . . tJ A, ,,,. 
Let r = min{ rz,,. . . , r,_, E} and T* = I&jA, r). 
Let BE YA. For all z E K, (z, B)EU~=~A~~ X &,$A, r;,)c .9?, that is to 
say, z sG Sp B. Consequently Sp I? c C - K. On the other hand, Sp B c 
B&O, 11Bll), and since llBl1< [(B - All+ IlAll <E+ ~~A~~. we have SpB C D - 
K = D, u . . . u 0,. 
Let k E {l,..., p }. Let I, be the circle of center (Ye and radius E in C. 
Let BEY~. AsSpBcD,U ... uDP,wehaveSpBnIk=O.Let Pk(B)= 
P( lYk, B) and E,(B) = E( lYk, B). 
As Pk E C’(T*,M,,), we have IIPk(B) - Pk(A)II < 1 for every B belonging 
to a neighborhood YA,k c .7A of A. 
Let YA=TA,ln ... n9& 
Let BEF* and kE{l,..., p}. By Lemma 3.2, E,(B) and E,(A) are 
isomorphic, and by Lemma 3.4(a)(2), we conclude that 
c muh(P,B)=dimEk(B)=dimEk(A)=mult(ak,A). w 
~ESPB~D, 
LEMMA 3.7 (Continuity of the spectrum of a continuous matrix function). 
Let A be a topological space, AEC’(A,MI,), toEA, pl,...,pFlp be the 
distinct eigenvalues of A(t,), and E E R T be such that D, = B&a,, E), . . . , D, 
=&Cap, E) are pair&se disjoint. Then there exists a neighborhood A ,o c A 
of to such that, for all t E A to, SpA(t)cD,U ... UDP, and for all kE 
{I,..., P}, 
c mult(x,A(t))=mult(~Lk,A(tO)). 
A E SpA(t)n Dk 
Proof. It results immediately from Lemma 3.6. n 
THEOREM 3.8 [Local decomposition of a solution to (CD) into solutions 
which have only one eigenvalue at to]. Let E be a Banach space on R or C, 
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A be an open subset of IE, to E A, A E C1(A,R41,) commute with its 
derivative on A, and pl,..., pP be the distinct eigenvalues of A(t,), of 
respective algebraic multiplicities m 1,. . . , mp. Then on a neighborhood AZ,, c A 
oft,, A has the fm A(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U-‘, t EA,~,, where 
U EM:; andforevey kE {l,..., p}, Bk~C1(At,,,tMnJ commutes with its 
derivative and Sp Bk( to) = { pk}. 
Proof. As Pi,..., p,, are distinct, there exists E E [w *, such that D, = 
B&1, E), . . . , D, = B,( Pi, E) are pairwise disjoint, and since A is continuous, 
by Lemma 3.7 there exists a ball At0 c A of center t, and radius T E Iw T such 
that SPA(t) c D, U . . . U D,, for all t E A,(,. 
For every kE {l,..., p }, let r, be the circle of center pk and radius E in 
C. By Lemma 3.4(a)(2), we have mk = dim E( rk, A( t,)). 
We obtain the conclusion by applying Theorem 3.5 to A I,, 
10. 
n 
4. DIAGONALIZABLE MATRIX FUNCTIONS WHICH COMMUTE 
WITH THEIR DERIVATIVE 
Our objective in this section is to show, as a first and immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.5, that pointwise diagonalizable matrix functions 
commuting with their derivative, whose eigenvalues do not bifurcate, are 
globally diagonalizable. 
We give a global form in Theorem 4.1 and a local form in Theorem 4.3 of 
this assertion. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Diagonalizable matrix functions commuting with their 
derivative. Global form). Let IE be a Banach space on R or C, A be an 
open connected subset of E, and A E C’( A, M,) be pointwise diagonaliz- 
abb, commuting with its derivative on A, and possessing p continuous 
eigenvalues aI,. . . , ap E C’(A,Q=) such that, for all t E A, al(t), . . . , a,(t) 
are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t ). Then A is globally diagonulizuble on A. 
Proof. For all tEA, kE{l,..., p}, let E,(t)=Ker(a,(t)Z,,-A(t)). 
Let us show that E,,..., E, are constant on A. As A is connected, it is 
sufficient, by Lemma 2.1, to prove that E,, . . . , E, are constant on a neigh- 
borhood of any point of A. Let to E A. 
Since, by hypothesis, a,(t,), . . . , ap( to) are distinct, there exists E E [w T 
such that D,=B,(a,(tO),E),...,D,,=B,.(ap(tO),E) are pairwise disjoint. 
Let rl,..., I?, be the respective frontiers of D,, . . . , D, c Q=. 
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As (Y 1,. . . , aP are continuous, we have al(t) E D,, . . . , a,(t) E Dp, for all t 
belonging to a neighborhood At0 c A of to. By applying Theorem 3.5 to 
Al h,0, we obtain that E(r,, A(t)), . . . , E( l’,, A(t)) do not depend on t on A ,0. 
Let t E A to. Since A(t) is diagonalizable, its minimal polynomial x has 
the form n(X) = (h - al(t)) * * * (A - a,(t)), and by Lemma 3.4(a)(3), for 
each k~ {l,..., P 1, W,, A(t)) = k(t). 
Thus E l,. . . , E, are constant on At0 and by Lemma 2.1 they are constant 
on A. For every k E { 1,. . . , p }, let { ukl, . . . , ukmk } be a basis of the constant 
subspace E, c 42”. Let 
u= [ Ulli.. . jqm,; *. . iuplj.. . jUpm,]. 
From the definitions of E,,..., E, and U, we deduce that for all t E A, 
A(t)=Udiag(a,(t) ,..., a,(t))V’, where, for each k= {l,..., p}, ak(t) 
figures mk times. W 
In order to establish the local form of this theorem, we need the following 
complement of Lemma 3.7. 
LEMMA 4.2 (Continuity of the eigenvalues of a continuous matrix function). 
Let A be a topological space, A E C”( A, Wm,) and to be a point of A where 
the eigenvalues of A do not bijimate. Then there exists a neighborhood 
At0 c A of to and aI,. . ., ap EC’(A~,,C) such that for all t E AtO, 
q(t),.-*, a&t ) are the distinct eigenvalues of A( t ). 
Proof. Let PI,...’ p,, be the distinct eigenvalues of *(to). Since the 
eigenvalues of A do not bifurcate at to, there exists a neighborhood A i c A of 
to and PER*, such that Di=Bc(pi,r),..., D,=B&,,r) are pairwise 
disjoint and for all t E Ai, k E {l,..., p }, Sp A( t ) n D, possesses exactly one 
element q( t ). 
From the continuity of A it follows, by Lemma 3.7, that Sp A( t ) c D, 
U . . . U D,, 
E A,, we have 
SpA(t)=SpA(t)f@,u ... ~0,) 
= Itj SpA(t)nD, 
k=l 
{al(t)r...rap(t)}. 
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Let us show that (Y i ,..., (Y~ are continuous on A,. Let k E {l,..., p} and 
t E A,. Let A c C be a neighborhood of ak(t). Since a,(t), . . , a,(t) belong 
respectively to the open subsets D,, . . . , D , there exists ? E Iw T such that 
b,=B~(a(l(t),?)~D,,..., bp=BC(a,(t~,i)~Dp and b),cA. As A is 
continuous and (~r( t ), . . . , cxp(t) are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t), we have, 
by Lemma 3.7, SpA(s) CI D, U . . . U BP, for all s in a neighborhood A, c A, 
oft.Then,foreverysEA,, a,(s)~SpA(s)nD,c(f)>,U .'. U~p)Cl~,= 
b, c A. Thus (Ye is continuous on Aa. n 
THEOREM 4.3 (Diagonalizable matrix functions commuting with their 
derivative. Local form). Let IE be CL Ranuch space on R or Q=, A be an open 
subset of E, A E C’(A,M,) be pointwise diagonalizable and commuting 
with its derivative on A, and t, be a point of A where the eigenvalues of A 
do not bifurcate. Then A is globally diagonalizuble on a neighborhood of t,. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, there exist a ball A,,) C A of center to and radius 
r~lW*, and (Ye ,..., a,~c’(A,~,c) such that for all rgA,(,, al(t) ,..., a,(t) 
are the distinct eigenvalues of A( t ). By applying Theorem 4.1 to A] ,\,(,, we 
obtain the conclusion. n 
5. CYCLIC MATRIX FUNCTIONS COMMUTING WITH THEIR 
DERIVATIVE 
Our objective in this section is to show that any cyclic matrix function A 
commuting with its derivative is commutative of the polynomial form A( t ) = 
C~:~f;(t)A(to)‘. We establish a global and a local form of this assertion, and 
we deduce from it two corollaries. In order to establish the global form, we 
need the two following lemmas. In the first one, we recall an important 
property of cyclic matrices and its very short proof from [36, p. 1301. For 
another proof and the converse assertion, see [34, p. 222-223, Corollaries 1 
and 2 to Theorem 21. 
LEMMA 5.1 (Characterization of matrices commuting with a cyclic matrix). 
Any matrix commuting with a cyclic matrix in M, is a polynomial in this 
cyclic matrix of degree less than or equal to n - 1. 
Proof, Let M, C E M, be such that MC = CM and C is cyclic. Since C 
is cyclic, there exists x E Q: ” such that 97 = { x, C;r, C%, . . . , C”- ‘1~ } is a basis 
of C “. Then Mx E C” is a linear combination of the vectors of 55 Mx = 
C~~,$iCir, where co,. . . , c,_ 1 EC. Let us prove that M = C~&iC*. As M 
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commutes with C, we have, for every j E (0,. . . , n - I}, 
n-1 n-l 
M(cjx)=cjMx=cj C &x= C c,C' (Ck), 
i=O i i i=O 
that is to say, for all v E 9, Mu = (C~$$Z~C~)V. Since .Q is a basis of C”, we 
conclude that M = Cy;,‘ciCi. n 
We will denote by N (N *) the set { 0, 1,2,. . . } (N - {O}). 
LEMMA 5.2 (Regularity of the components of a linear combination). Let 
H,IL E {II&Q=}, let E (IF) b e a rwrmed space on H (IL), let A be an open 
subset of E, let Us,..., v, E IF be linearly independent, let fi,. . , f,, be maps 
j&n A into Q=, let f = C~cn=l~vi on A, and let r EN. Then f is of class D’ or 
C’ if and only if fi,. . . , f, have the sum property. 
Proof. LetussupposethatfisofclassD’orC’,andletj~{l,...,m}. 
Let v= {C~“=CiVi]C,,..., c, E L}, and let ‘pj be the map from V into IL 
defined by cpj(CTS rcivi) = cj, As ‘pi is linear and continuous, it is of class C”; 
therefore fj = ‘pi 0 f is of the same class as f on A. The converse assertion is 
well known. n 
Now we have all that we need to prove the main result of this section, 
namely the generalization of the theorem due to G. Ascoh [2], published in 
1950. Our Theorem 2.2 permits us to shorten his proof. 
THEOREM 5.3 (Generalization of the theorem due to G. Ascoli. Global 
form). Let E be a rwrmed space on R or Q=, A be an open connected subset 
of E, to be an arbitrarily chosen point of A, and A E D’( A, tUl,,) be a cyclic 
matrix function commuting with its derivative on A. Then A is commutative 
of the polynomial fm A(t)=C~Z~~(t)A(to)‘, t E A, where f,,..., fn_lE 
D’(A,Q=). 
Proof. For every t E A, let 
E(r)= ( ~~~ciA~r+o,...,c~-l~C;. 
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We will first prove that E is constant on A, by applying Theorem 2.2. 
As by hypothesis A(t) is cyclic, {I,, A(t),..., A(t)“-‘} is a basis of E(t) 
forevery tEA. 
Since A is of class D’, so are A’, A’, A’, . . . , A”- ‘. 
Let t E A and s E E. As by hypothesis A(t) commutes with (DA(t))(s), 
we have, for all k E N*, (DAk(t))(s)= k(A(t))kpl(DA(t))(s). Since 
(DA(t))(s) commutes with the cyclic matrix A(t), by Lemma 5.1 it is a 
polynomial in A( t ) of degree n - 1: (DA(t))(s) = Cy:Ju i( t, s)A( t )‘, where 
a,(t,s),...,a n_l(t, s)E c. Thus 
n-1 
(DAk(t))(s)=k c ai(t,s)A(t)k-l+r, kEN*. (*) 
i=O 
As A(t) is cyclic, its minimal polynomial is of degree n. Therefore, A(t)” is a 
linear combination of A( t )‘, . . . , A(t)“-‘. We deduce by induction that for 
every k E N, A( t )k is a linear combination of A( t )‘, . . . , A( t )” ’ and by ( * ), 
so are (DA’(t))(s),...,(DA”-‘(t))(s), h’ h w 1c consequently belong to E(t ). 
By applying Theorem 2.2, we obtain that E is constant on A. 
Thus, for every t E A, A( t ) E E( t 
n 
In order to establish the local form of the theorem due to G. Ascoli, we 
need to show that the cyclic property spreads from a point to a whole 
neighborhood. We establish several forms of this property by the five follow- 
ing lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.4 (Local conservation of linear independence). Let A be a 
topological space, IF be a topological vector space on R or C, to E A, and 
Xl>...’ x,~c’(A,lF) besuchthatx,(to),...,r,(to)areZineurZyindependent. 
Then xl(t),..., x,(t) remain linearly independent for all t belonging to a 
neighborhood of to. 
Proof. Let K be the field on which IF is a vector space. For every t E A 
and (c,,. . . , cm) E II6 m, let f(t; cl,. . ., cm) = C~~~c,x,(t). Let S be the sphere 
of center 0 and radius 1 in 06 m. 
From the hypothesis that x1( to), . . . , x,(t,) are linearly independent, we 
deduce that, for all SES, f(t,;s)#O, and since f EC”(AXHm,lF), there 
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exist open neighborhoods A, c A of to and As c Km of s such that, for all 
(t,r)~ A, x A,, f(t; r)# 0. 
As (As)sEs is an open cover of the compact subset S c U6 "', there exist 
si,. .., sq E S such that S c A*, U 1.. U ASq. 
Let ht0= A,, n . . . n Aso. Let t E Ato. For all s E S, we have (t, s) E 
(A,, x AJU . . . U(A,~A~~),th~f(t;s)+Oandthereforex,(t),...,x,(t) 
are linearly independent. n 
We will say that an eigenvalue a E Q: of a matrix A E M, is cyclic [is 
diagonal] if the submatrix of the canonical form of Jordan of A corresponding 
to this eigenvalue a is cyclic [is diagonal], that is to say, if the dimension of 
the eigensubspace of A corresponding to this eigenvalue a equals 1 [equals 
mult(a, A)]. Many authors use the term “semisimple” in place of “diagonal.” 
LEMMA 5.5 (Local conservation of the cyclic property for eigenvalues). 
Let A EM,, let a be a cyclic eigenvalue of A, and let D, c Q= be a 
neighborhood of a such that, except a, there is no eigenvalue of A lying in 
0,. Then there exists a neighborhood F* c M, of A such that, for every 
B E Y*, all the eigenvalues of B lying in D, are cyclic. 
Proof. For all h=Q= and BEM,, let C(X,B)=XZ,-B and let 
ci(X, B),..., c,( h, B) be the columns of the matrix C( h, B). 
Since, by hypothesis, a is a cyclic eigenvalue of A, we have rank C(a, A) 
= n-dimKer(aZ,-A)=n-1. Consequently, there exist il,...,in_lE 
{I,..., n} such that ci,(a, A),..., ci,_l(a, A) are linearly independent. As 
c_i,>...,Ci ~, E C”(C x wA,,C”), there exist, by Lemma 5.4, neighborhoods 
DaCDa”of a and FAcbtl,, of A such that, for all (P,B)EBaXrA, 
ci,(P, B),***,ci”_,(Py B) are linearly independent. 
Let a1 = a, and let as,. . . , a,, be the other distinct eigenvalues of A. Since 
Da is a neighborhood of a1 and as,. . . , ap E C - o,, there exists E E 5: such 
that D,= B&a,,&),..., D, = BC(ap, E) are pairwise disjoint, D, c D,, and 
D ,,...,D,cC-0,. 
By Lemma 3.6, there exists a neighborhood j-a c FA of A such that for 
all B~j-a, SpBcD,u ... uD,. 
LetBEy* andpESpBnD,.SinceD,,...,D,,cC-D,andD,cD,, 
wehavepESpBnD,c(D,U .. .UDP)nD,=D,cDa;thus(p,B)~Da 
x r*, ci,(P> B),* * * > ci”_,(P, B) are linearly independent, and rank C( p, B) >, 
n - 1. Since, on the other hand, p E Sp B, we have 
1 Q dimKer(fiZ, - B) = n - rankC(/3, B) < 1; 
therefore /? is a cyclic eigenvalue of B. n 
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The following lemma is an obvious corollary of Lemma 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.6 (Local conservation of the cyclic property for the eigenvalues 
of a continuous matrix function). Let A he a topological space, A E 
Co(R,M,), t, E A, ~1 be a cyclic eigenvalue of A(t,), and D, c Q: be a 
neighborhood of p such that, except p, there is rw eigenvalue of A lying in 
BP, Then, for every t belonging to a neighborhood of to, all the eigenvalues of 
A(t) lying in D,, are cyclic. 
LEMMA 5.7 (Local conservation of the cyclic property for matrices). 
Every matrix in a neighborhood of a cyclic matrix of MI,, is cyclic. 
Proof. Let A be a cyclic matrix of Ml,, or,. . . , ap E C be the distinct 
eigenvalues of A, and E E R *, be such that D, = &(a,, E), . . . , D, = Bc(a,, E) 
are pairwise disjoint. 
By Lemma 3.6, there exists a neighborhood T* c Ml,, of A such that for 
all B~j-a, SpBc D,u ... uD,. 
Since A is cyclic, all the eigenvalues of A are cyclic. Therefore, by 
Lemma 5.5, for each k E { 1,. . . , p } there exists a neighborhood Y*, k c <I 
of A such that for every B E FA, k, all the eigenvalues of I? lying in D, are 
cyclic. 
Let YA=fA,ln ... nFA,p. Let BETk Let pESpB. Since BETiC 
yA, there exists k E { 1,. . . , p } such that p E D,. As B E F* C FA, k and 
p E Sp B n D,, fi is a cyclic eigenvalue of B. Thus, all the eigenvalues of R 
are cyclic, that is to say, I3 is cyclic. n 
The following lemma is an obvious corollary of Lemma 5.7. 
LEMMA 5.8 (Local conservation of the cyclic property for a continuous 
matrix function). Let A be a topological space, to E A, and A E CO( A, Ml,,) 
be such that A(t,) is cyclic. Then A remains cyclic on a neighborhood of to. 
Now we are ready to give the local form of the theorem due to G. Ascoli. 
THEOREM 5.9 (Generalization of the theorem due to G. Ascoli. Local 
form). Let [E be a normed space on R or Q=, A be an open subset of IE, 
to E A, and A E D’( A, Ml,,) commute with its derivative and be such that 
A( to) is cyclic. Then, on a neighborhood Ato,c A of to, A is commutative, of 
the polynomial form A( t ) = X::dx(t )A(t,)‘, t E A to, where f,, . . . , f, 1 E 
D’(&C). 
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Proof Since A(&,) is cyclic, there exists, by Lemma 5.8, E E R *, such 
that At, = BE(tO, E) c A and A is cyclic on A,“. By applying Theorem 5.3 to 
Al A,0, we obtain the conclusion. n 
To end this section, we generalize the two corollaries due to H. 
Schwerdtfeger. 
COROLLARY 5.10 (Characterization of 2 X 2 matrix functions commuting 
with their derivative). Let E be a rwrmedspaceon R or C, A beanopen 
subset of E, A E D’(A,M,) commute with its derivative, A, be the open 
subset of A on which A is cyclic, (fii)i E I be the family of connected 
components of A,, A, = A - A,, and A, be the interior of A,. Then A has 
the following form: 
(a) For every i E I, A I,,, is commutative of the polynomial form A( t ) = 
A(t + g,(t)C,, t E Ai, where C, EM, andfi, gi E D’(A,,C). 
03) AlaS has the fnm A(t)= a(t)ZB, t E A,, where a E C’(A,,C) and 
al~,~ D’(A,,Q=). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.8, A, is open, and by Theorem 5.3 we have (a). 
Let t E A,. Since A(t) is not cyclic, it possesses an eigensubspace of 
dimension 2 corresponding to an eigenvalue a( t ) E C of A( t ). Then 
Ker(cu(t)Z,-A(t))=Q=‘, that is to say, A(t)=a(t)Z2. 
Since A E C”( A, Ma), we have AIAs~ C”(A,,M,) and CXE C’(A,,C). In 
the same way alh,~ D’(h,,C). n 
COROLLARY 5.11 (n X n matrix functions which possess n distinct eigen- 
values and commute with their derivative). Let IE be a rwrmed space on R 
or Q=, A be an open subset of IE, AE D’(A,M,,) commute with its 
derivative, and to E A be such that A(t,) possesses n distinct eigenvalues. 
Then on a neighborhood A 10 c A of to, A is cyclic, globally diagonalizable, 
and commutative and has the polynomial form A(t) = Ey:i’f;( t)A( to)i, t E 
AtO, wheref,,...,f,~,ED’(A,o,C). 
Proof. Let pr,...,~, E Q: be the n distinct eigenvalues of A(t,), and 
E E R *, be such that D, = BC(pLlr E), . . . , D, = &(pL,, E) are pairwise disjoint. 
Since A is continuous, there exists, by Lemma 3.7, a ball A,” c A of center to 
and radius r E R T such that for all t E Ato, Sp A( t ) c D, U . . . U D, and for 
each k E (l,...,n}, 
c m&(X, A(t)) = mult(pk, A(t,)) = 1. 
h~SpA(t)nD~ 
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Therefore, Sp A( t ) n D, possesses exactly one element. Then for every t E A t,,, 
A( t ) possesses n distinct eigenvalues, that is to say, it is cyclic and diagonaliz- 
able. 
Since A is cyclic and commutes with its derivative on the connected 
subset A ,0, by Lemma 5.3 it is commutative of the polynomial form A(t) = 
C~$fi‘(t)A(t,)‘, t E AtO, where fo ,..., f,-i E D’(A, ,C). 
As A is commutative and pointwise diagon&zable on Alo, by [27, 
Chapter 7, 55, n. 7, Proposition 13, p. AVII40], A is globally diagonalizable 
on A,*. n 
6. DIRECT SUMS OF SUBALGEBRAS OF M, GENERATED BY A 
SINGLE MATRIX 
In the next section, we will show that under certain hypotheses, a matrix 
function commuting with its derivative and having only eigensubspaces of 
extremal dimension is a polynomial in a constant matrix. Our objective in this 
section is to give a sufficient condition for a matrix function to be such a 
polynomial. We show that if a matrix function A is globally diagonalizable 
into submatrix functions and if each of them is a polynomial in a constant 
matrix, then A itself is a polynomial in a constant matrix. This result shows 
that a direct sum of subalgebras of M, which have the property of being 
generated by a single matrix has itself this property. We begin by establishing 
this result in a particular case. 
LEMMA 6.1 (Polynomial form of a matrix function which is globally 
diagonalizable into polynomials in a nilpotent matrix). Let A be a set, and 
Abeamap~omAintoM,ofthefonnA(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U-‘, 
tEA, where UEM,* and, fireach kE{l,..., p}, Bk: A+MnLL has the 
polyrwmialfi B,Jt)=Z::;‘j&(t)Nk, t E A, where nkE {l,...,mk}, Nk 
EM ,,_i.s nilpotent ofindex nk, atif,,,..., fk,nk-l are mapsjknn A into C. 
Then the commutative matrix function A has the polynomial form A(t) = 
E~:J&(t)Ci, t E A, where d = Ckp,lnk, C E M “, the degree of the minimal 
polynomialofCisd, and&,,...,&_, are maps jknn A into Q=. Moreover, if 
A is an open subset of a nonned space on R or C and ij-A E C*(A,M,,) for 
somer~N, thenf, ,..., &iEC’(A,C). 
Proof. The idea of this proof is to reduce the family ( A( t )), E ,, of n X n 
matrices into a family (P.l(t))tcA of d X d matrices which commute with a 
cyclic matrix C.,, to express P.l(t) as a polynomial in C. I by applying 
Lemma 5.1. and to return from d x d matrices to n x n matrices. 
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Let kc {l,..., p } . As Nk is nilpotent of index nk, we deduce by Jordan’s 
reduction that it has the form Nk = V,diag(N,,, Nk2)Vi1, where V, E Mz,, 
NH E WI+, is nilpotent of index nkl = mkl = nk, and Nk2 E Mmtz is nilpotent 
of index nk2 < nk. 
Let cr,..., cP be p distinct elements of C. For ail kE{l,...,p} and 
2 E {1,2}, let C,, = ckZmk, + Nkl and Pkl = C~L’;‘&~N,$ For all k E 
{L..., P}, let 
C, = diag(C,,,C,,) and Pk = diag(Z’,,, Z’,,). 
Let C = diag(C,,. .., C,), P = diag(P,,. . . , PJ, C., = diag(C,,, C,, ,... ,Cpl>, 
and P.l = diag( P,,, Par,. . . , P,,). 
SinceSpC.,={c, ,..., c,} and,forah k=(l)..., p}, Ckl--~kZrn,,=Nkl 
is nilpotent of index nk, the minimal polynomial rr of C., has the form 
n(X) = (X - Cl)“’ * * . (A - cp)“p, h EC; thus its degree is d, that is to say, 
C. 1 E Ml d is cyclic. 
Let t E A. As, for all k E (1,. . . , p}, Pkl(t) commutes with Ckl, we have 
that P.l(t) commutes with the cyclic matrix C., E M,. Therefore, by Lemma 
5.1, P.l(t) has the polynomial form 
d-1 
cl(t)= c L(t)C,. 
i=O 
(1) 
Let 1~ {1,2} and ke {l,...,p}. By using Newton’s binomial formula 
and the nilpotency of Nk,, we find that 
(2) 
where, for all j E (0,. . . , nkl - l}, 
Using (1) and (2), we obtain 
tat - 1 d-l nl, - 1 
C f,j(t)NLl=P~l(t)= C All= C akj(‘)Nkjl. 
j=O i=O j=O 
Since the minimal polynomial of Nkl is of degree nkr the matrices 
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N,,-:l, N,‘,,..., ki( N” ~ ’ are linearly independent. Therefore, for all j E (0,. . . , n k 
- 117 fkj@)= akj(‘). 
Using (2) once again, we obtain 
P,,= c fkjN,iz= c qjNkj2= c j$&. 
j=O j=O I=0 
Hence P, = diag( P,,, P,,) = diag(C~$f;C~,, Cyi,‘J;CL,) = Ctz,‘f;C;; thus P 
= C:‘_-,‘$Ci. 
On the other hand, we have, for all k E { 1,. . . , p }, 
B,+ = C fkiNi = C fkrVkdag( Nil> Ni,)Vi’ 
1=0 i=O 
= V,diag( P,,, P,.,)v,-’ = v,P,v,- ’ 
Let V= diag(V,,..., V,) and W = WV. We have 
A = Udiag(B,,..., B,,)U~‘=Udiag(V,P,V~‘,...,V,P,V, ‘)U ’ 
z uvpv ‘u- I= wpw- 1 
11 ~ 1 li ~ 1 
= w 1 f;c’w-1 = c gi, 
i=O i=O 
where C = WCW-‘. 
Since Sp C = { cl,. . . , c,, } and, for all k E { 1,. . , p}, C, - ckZnrA = 
diag( Nkr, Nk2) is nilpotent of index nk, C has the same minimal polynomial r 
as C.,. As C and C are similar, they have also the same minimal polynomial 
r, whose degree is d. 
Let us suppose that A is an open subset of a normed space on R or Q: and 
A E Cr( A, Ml,,). Since the minimal polynomial of C is of degree d, the 
matrices Co, C ‘, . . . , cd-’ are linearly independent, and by Lemma 5.2 we 
conclude that f,, .. . , fd_ 1 E C’( A, C). W 
THEOREM 6.2 (Polynomial form of a matrix function which is globally 
diagonalizable into polynomials in a constant matrix). Let A be a set, and A 
heumupfiom A into M,ofthefonnA(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U~’, 
tEA, where UEM~ and for all kE{l,..., p}, Bk:A-+u,_ has the 
pO&Wdd fOnn Bk(t) = ~&fki(t)c;, t E A, where ak E N, C, E M,,+, Und 
f fk,ak ko,“‘, are maps from A into 62. For all k E { 1,. . . , p }, let d, be the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of ck and let d = xfzldk. Then the 
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commutative matrix j%nction A has the polynomial form A(t) = Et:JA(t)C”, 
t E A, where C is a matrix of M, such that its minimal polynomial is of 
degree d andf,,...,&_, are maps from A into Q:. Moreover, if A is an open 
subset of a rwrmed space on W or 62 and if A E C’(A,FL~,,) for some r E N, 
then&,..., fd-1 E CYLC). 
Proof. Let k E { 1,. . . , p }. Let ykl, . . . , ykp, be the distinct eigenvalues of 
C,. By Jordan’s reduction, C, has the form C, = V,diag(&r,. . . , Jkpk)V; ‘, 
where V, E kl$, and for all 1~ {l,..., pk}, Jkl has the form Jkl = MmL, + 
N/a where Nk[ is nilpotent of index nkl E {l,.. ., mkl}. 
For all IE {l,...,p,}, let P,, = CgkOfkj.& Let Pk = diag(P,,, . . . , I&,,). 
From the hypothesis B, = C& fkiCL, we deduce that Sk = VkPkVL ‘. 
Let V = diag(V,, . . . , VP), W= W, and P =diag(P, ,..., P,). From the 
hypothesis A = Udiag( B,, . . . , B,,) U- ‘, we deduce that A = WPW- r. 
Let k= {l,..., p} and 1~ {l,..., p, }. By using the Newton’s binomial 
formula and the nilpotency of Nkl, we find that Pkl = C;L’;~~~~~N,$, where, 
forall jE {O,...,n,,-l}, 
Let Jk = diag(J,,,..., JkPk). Since Sp Jk = { ykl, . . . , Ykpr. >, and for dl 1 E 
{L..., Pk >T IkZ - Ykl’m,, 
= Nkl is nilpotent of index nkl, the minimal poly- 
nomial 7rj( of Jk has the form nk(X) = (A - yki)“” . . . (X - ykpk)% x E c. 
Since Ck = Vk_/kVL ‘, ?rk is ak0 the minimal polynomial Of Ck; therefore 
d, = cpL l lnkl and d = &lCrLInk,. 
As A = WPW-’ and P = diag(P,,, . . . , PIP,,. . . , Ppl,. . . , Pppp), we obtain 
the conclusion by applying Lemma 6.1. n 
7. MATRIX FUNCTIONS HAVING ONLY EIGENSUBSPACES 
OF EXTREMAL DIMENSION AND COMMUTING WITH 
THEIR DERIVATIVE 
In this section, we show that if a matrix function A has only eigensub- 
spaces of extremal dimension, satisfies some conservative hypotheses, and 
commutes with its derivative, then it is commutative of the polynomial form 
A(t) = Ey&fi(t)C’, where m depends on the Jordan structure of A. We give 
a global and a local form of this result. To establish the global form, we use 
the three main theorems of Sections 3, 5, and 6, namely Theorems 3.5, 5.3, 
and 6.2. 
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Let us recall that “cyclic” and “diagonal” eigenvalues have been defined 
just after Lemma 5.4. 
THEOREM 7.1 (Generalization of the theorem due to L. Kotin and I. J. 
Epstein. Global form). Let IE be a Banuch space on R or Q=, let A be an 
open connected subset of IE, let rl,. . . , r, be simple circuits in C such that 
the respective bounded connected components D,, . . . , D, of Q= - r,, . . , C - r, 
are pairwise disjoint, and let A E C’(A,M,) commute with its derivative 
and satisfy the following two conditions: (1) for every t E A, SpA( t ) C D, 
” . . . UDpand(2)thereexistsp’E {O,...,p} suchthatforallkE {l,...,p}, 
t E A, if k 6 p’, then Sp A( t)n D, possesses exactly one element and this 
eigenvalue of A( t ) is diagonal, whereas if k 2 p’, then all the eigenvalues of 
A(t) lying in D, are cyclic. Then the spectral subspaces 
E&A(t)),..., E(T,,A(t))ofA(t)donotdependont,andAiscommuta- 
tive of the polyrwmial form A( t ) = CfI,‘fi( t )C’, t E A, where d = p’ + 
Ci=,r+lmk for every kE {l,...,p}, m,=dimE(rk,A(t)) is the constant 
sum of the algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalues of A( t ) lying in D,, C is 
a matrix of M n whose minimal polynomial is of degree d, and f;,, . . . , A, I E 
C’( A,c). 
Proof. As A commutes with its derivative, by Theorem 3.5 the spectral 
subspaces E(r,, A(t)),..., E( r,, A(t)) do not depend on t, and A has the 
form A(t)=Udiag(B,(t),..., BP(t)) U-‘, t E A, where U EMU,* and for 
every kE{l,...,p}, B,~C~(A,tbtl~,), mk being the dimension of the 
constant vector subspace E( rk, A( t )), B, commutes with its derivative, and 
for all t E A, Sp Bk(t)= SpA(t)n D,. Moreover, by Lemma 3.4(a)(2), for all 
kc{1 ,..., p}, tEA, 
mk= c mult(A, A(t)). 
XsSpA(f)nD, 
Let kE {l,...,p}, t E A, and h E Sp Bk( t ). From the equality 
A(t)=Udiag(B,(t),...,B,(t))U-‘, 
we deduce that 
rank(XZ,-A(t))= i rank(hZmk-Bk(t)). 
i-l 
Since SpB,(t)c D,,..., Sp Z3,( t) c D,, are pairwise disjoint, we have, for each 
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iE({L...,P} - {k}), 
XESpB,(t) and rank(XZ,,-Bi(t))=mi. 
Hence 
n-rank(XZ,-A(t))=mk-rank(XZ_-Bk(t)), 
that is to say, 
dimKer(XZ,-A(t))=dimKer(hZ_-Bk(t)). 
On the other hand, since IXZ, - A(t)1 = IXZ,, - B,(t)1 . . . lXZmp- B,(t)1 and 
AESpB,(t) for all i~({l,...,p}-{k}), we have mult(X,A(t))= 
muW& Z$(t)). 
Let us suppose that k < p’. By hypothesis, Sp A(t )n D, possesses exactly 
one element (Y~( t); hence Sp Bk(t) = { (Y~( t )}, and by hypothesis ak(t) is a 
diagonal eigenvalue of A( t ). Consequently, 
dimKer( ak(t)Zm, - Bk(t)) = dimKer(ak(t)Z, - A(t)) = mult(ak(t), A(t)) 
= c m&(X, A(t)) = mk. 
A E SpA(t)n D, 
Therefore Bk(t) = ak(t)Im ~&f,,(t)C~, where uk = 0, f&(t) = ak(t), C, 
= Om,, and the degree of the minimal polynomial of C, is 1. 
Let us suppose that k > p’. For all X ESpBk(t)= SpA(t)n D,, the 
spaces Ker( XI,_ - Bk( t )) and Ker( XI, - A( t )) have the same dimension, 
and by hypothesis, all the eigenvalues of A( t ) lying in D, are cyclic. Thus we 
obtain that all the eigensubspaces of Bk( t ) are one-dimensional, that is to say, 
Bk(t) is cyclic. 
Since B, is a cyclic matrix function commuting with its derivative on the 
connected subset A, by Theorem 5.3 B, has the polynomial form Bk(t ) = 
CTl;lfki(t)Bk(tO)i, tEA, where toE A and fkO,...rfk,mt~lED1(R,a=). 
Since Bk(tO) is cyclic, its minimal polynomial is of degree mk. 
Thus, for each k= {l,..., p }, B, has the polynomial form Bk( t ) = 
Cy*Ofki(t)CL, t E A, where ak EN, C, E Ml,+, &,,.. ., f_, are maps from 
A into Q=, and the degree of the minimal polynomial of C, equals 1 if k < p’ 
and mk if k > p’. By applying Theorem 6.2, we obtain the conclusion. n 
The following local form of the theorem is a corollary of the global form. 
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THEOREM 7.2 (Generalization of the theorem due to L. Kotin and I. J. 
Epstein. Local form). Let E be a Banach space on Iw or C, A be un open 
subset of [E, A E C’(A, Ml,,) commute with its derivative, t, E A, pl,. . , pp 
be the distinct eigenvalues of A(t,), m,, . . , mP be their respective algebraic 
multiplicities, and p’ E { 0,. . . , p} besuch that, forallkE {l,...,p}: (1) if 
k < p’, then (to, pk) is not a point of bifurcation of SpA and there exists a 
neighborhood Ak c Q= of pk such that for all t E A, X E SpA( 
) = Cf~;f;( t )C’, t A II,, d + 
cp= C is a matrix 
Let kE {l,..., p} be such that k < p’. a point 
a neighborhood A tO, k A of a 
neighborhood c Ak t 
E Ak, a 
diagonal t 
p k 
a neighborhood c Q: n SpA(t,) = (t~~}. 
a cyclic a 
neighborhood A t0 ( c t X h 
is a cyclic t ). 
d 
pP = B&p,, 
. ., = Bc(pP,, . , D, 
A is 
r = B,(t,, c A,” t 
u D,. 
n 
In order 
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